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Assignment for Class: 3
rd

                   Session: 2021-2022 

Assignment: IA2 

SUBJECT: ENGLISH 

Topic: HOMES 

Word Meanings: 

Word    Meaning 

1. efficiently  quick and well-organized 

2. rubbish  waste things that people don’t need or want 

3. ancient  old 

4. mysterious  difficult to understand 

5. lush  dense 

6. spectacular  amazing 

7. tunnel  an underground passage 

8. meadows  a piece of grassland 

9. respectable  honorable and honest 

10. adventurous   willing to take risks 

 

Frame simple sentences: 

Word    Sentences 

1. Tiny  I have a tiny little bird. 

2. Efficiently  We use electricity efficiently. 

3. Comfortable  This sofa is really comfortable. 

4. Colourful  Your dress is very colourful. 

5. Castle  King William lives in the castle. 
 

Answer the following questions: 

“THE ECO- HOUSE” 

Q1. How was an eco- house built? 

Ans. The eco- house was built using recycled materials found in rubbish tip.  

 

Q2. What is the roof of eco- house made of? 

Ans. The roof of eco-house is made of wood. 

“FAMOUS PLACES” 

Q1. Where is Machu Picchu? 

Ans. Machu Picchu is in Peru in South America.  

 

Q2. Who discovered Machu Picchu? 

Ans. Machu Picchu was discovered by an American explorer, Hiram Bingham in 1911. 

“THE HOBBIT” 

Q1. What sort of hole is a Hobbit hole?  

Ans. A hobbit hole is a comfortable hole. 

 

Q2. What is good about the rooms on the left -hand side? 

Ans. The good thing about the rooms on the left hand side is that these are the only ones to 

have windows. 

 

Q3. How long had the Bagginses lived on the hill?  

Ans. Bagginses lived for time out of mind on the hill.  

 

Q4. Why Bagginses are considered very respectable? 

Ans. Bagginses are considered respectable because they never had any adventures or did 

anything unexpected. 
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GRAMMER 

Prefix/ Suffix: 

Prefix is a group of letters added at the beginning of a word to form a new word.  

Example: Prefix + word = New Word 

1. un + kind = unkind 

2. im + polite = impolite 

3. mis + behave = misbehave 

4. dis + like = dislike 

5. dis + honest = dishonest 

6. im + possible = impossible 

 

Suffix is a group of letters added at the end of a root word to make a new word  

Example: Word + Suffix = New Word 

1. kind + ness = kindness 

2. play + er = player 

3. hope + ful = hopeful 

4. bad + ly = badly 

5. free + dom = freedom 

6. attract + ion = attraction 

 

Compound words: A compound word is formed by joining two words together to form a 

single new word 

Examples: 

1. book + worm = bookworm 

2. tea + cup = teacup 

3. white + board = whiteboard 

4. sun + set = sunset 

5. butter + fly = butterfly 

6. door + bell = doorbell 

7. cup + cake = cupcake 

8. cup + board = cupboard 
 

Singular and plural: (Grammar Book Page No. 12)  

The Sentence: (Grammar Book Page No. 01)  

Conjunctions: (Grammar Book Page No. 76)  

Punctuation: (Grammar Book Page No. 79) 

 

NOTE: bookwork must be done on the book only and it will be included in the examination 
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SUBJECT: SCIENCE 

Topic: ENERGY 

Lesson No.: 2 
 

Forms of Energy 

 

  

Wind Light Heat  Sound Movement 

Sub-Topic: Energy around us 

Lesson No.: 2.1 

Answer the following questions: 

1. What do you mean by term “energy”? 

Ans: Energy is the ability to do work. Energy is anything that can cause movement or carry 

out an action. 

 

2. Name various forms of energy. 

Ans: The various forms of energy are as follows 

i) Light, E.g.: Sun, candle, etc. 

ii) Heat, E.g.: Stove, fire etc. 

iii) Sound, E.g.: Music, speech etc. 

 

Sub Topic: Energy transfers 

Lesson No.: 2.2 

Fill in the blanks with the help of the given help box: 
 

 

 

1. Energy ____________from one object to another object. 

2. Sun gives off __________ and ________energy. 

3. Energy cannot be ___________or destroyed. 

4. Energy can be transferred from an object that contains ____________. 

5. Sun’s energy is transferred through space to the ______________. 

 

Answer the following questions: 
Q1. Can energy be transferred from one object to another? Give example. 

Ans. Yes, energy can be transferred from one object to another. For example, the Sun gives heat and 

light energy which is transferred through space to the Earth. 

 

Q2. What is energy transfer? 

Ans. Energy transfer takes place when energy moves from one place to another. 

E.g. Hot water     cup    surrounding environment. 

 

Sub Topic: Energy changes 

Lesson No.: 2.3 

State whether the following statements are true (T) or false (F) 

1. We use electrical energy to hit the drum.      F  

2. All the energy in an object moves to another object.    F 

3. In a fan, some of the movement energy changes into sound energy.  T 

4. Energy cannot be created.       T 

5. Electrical energy in a bulb is transferred into sound energy.   F 

light, created, Earth, heat, transfers, energy 
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Choose the correct option: 

1. Iron changes electric energy to  

a) Heat energy b) Sound energy c) Light energy d) all of these 

Ans: Heat Energy 

2. Radio changes electric energy to 

a) Sound energy b) Light energy c) both (a) and (b) d) none of these 

Ans: Sound Energy 

3. A fan changes electric energy to 

a) Sound energy   b) Movement energy & Sound energy  

c)  Heat energy and sound energy d) none of these 

 Ans: Movement and sound energy 

4. A Television changes electric energy to 

a) Heat energy  b) Light energy   

c)  Sound and light energy d) all of these 

Ans: sound and light energy 

5. A wind mill changes wind energy into 

a) Electric energy b) Heat energy  c) Sound energy d) all of these 

Ans: Electric energy 
 

Sub Topic: Energy and living things 

Lesson No.: 2.4 

 
 

Answer the following questions: 

Q1. Why plants are called producers? 

Ans. Plants are called producers because plants are the only living things that can produce 

their own food. 

 

Q2. Why animals are called consumers? 

Ans.  Animals are called consumers because animals including humans cannot make their 

own food and must eat or consume plants or other animals to get their food and energy. 

 
Q3.  

a) What is the difference between predators and prey? Give an example in your 

answers. 

Ans. 

Predators: Prey: 

a) Predators are those animals that eat 

other animals. 

a) The animals that are killed and eaten 

by the predators are called prey. 

  Examples: Tiger, cat, fox, crocodile etc. Examples: Sheep, deer, mouse, hen etc. 

Animals 

Producers consumers 

herbivores eg. 
cow 

carnivores eg. 
tiger 

omnivores eg. 
bear 
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Q4.  Define food chain. 

Ans. A food chain shows the order in which animals eat plants and other animals to get 

energy. It contains a producer and consumer. For example corn hen boy. 

 

Q5. Put the living things in the right order to make food chains: 

a) Seed, cat, bird 

Ans.  Seed   bird  cat 

b) Frog, grasshopper, snake , rice plant 

Ans.  Rice plant  grasshopper  frog  snake 

 

ACTIVITY 
Here is a list of living things: tiger, palm tree, snail, crocodile, rice plant, cow, person 

 

Q. Which of these living things are? 

a) Producers. 

Ans.  Palm tree, rice plant. 

b) Consumers. 

Ans.  Tiger, Snail, Crocodile, Cow, Person 

c) Herbivores. 

Ans.  Snail, Cow 

d) Carnivores. 

Ans.  Tiger, Crocodile 

e) Omnivores. 

Ans.  Person 
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SUBJECT: MATHEMATICS 

Topic: SUBTRACTION 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Taking away some objects or numbers from a group is called Subtraction. 

 The number from which we subtract is called minuend. 

 The number which is subtracted is called Subtrahend . 

 The sum of difference and subtrahend gives us the minuend. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 If 1 is subtracted from a number the answer is its predecessor. 

 If zero is subtracted from a number the difference is number itself. 

 If a number is subtracted from number itself the answer is always zero. 

 

Practice Innings 3.1, 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4. 
Note:- Students are requested to go through chapter thoroughly, as the paper framed by teacher 

will be from any part/portion of chapter. 
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Topic: GEOMETRY 

Geometry is a branch of mathematics that deals with points, lines, shapes and figures. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Point:  A 



This is point A 

 

1. A tiny dot made with a sharp pencil represents a point. 

2. It has no length, breadth or thickness. 

3. It is usually named with capital letter. 

 

Line: 

x   y  

Line 
 

1. A line is a straight path that extends in both directions 

2. It has no start and no end. 

3. Line cannot be measured. 

4. It has no fixed length. 

 

Ray: 

  O   P 

1. A ray is a line which extends in one direction and the other direction is fixed. 

2. It has one fixed end point. 

3. It cannot be measured. 

4. It has no definite length. 

Line Segment: 

  A  B 

1. It has two end points. 

2. It has a definite length. 

3. It can be measured. 
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Plane Shapes 

Breadth Length 

2-D Shapes 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Shapes:- 

Plane shapes and solid shapes 

Plane shape: - Plane shape is a flat or 2-D (two-dimensional) shape. It has only length and 

breadth. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Square: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Square is a closed shape. It has 4 sides, 4 corners (vertices) and sides all are equal. 

 

 

Types of Plane Shapes 

Triangle Rectangle Circle Square 

   Square 

4 corners or 

vertices 

4 sides All sides are equal 
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Rectangle: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A rectangle is a closed shape. It has 4 sides, 4 corners/vertices and opposite sides are equal. 

 

Triangle: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

A triangle has 3 sides, 3 corners (Vertices) and its sides may or not may be equal. 

 

Circle: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Rectangle 

4 corners/vertices 

4 Sides 

Opposites Sides are equal 

   Triangle 

3 Corners 
Sides may or may not be equal 3 Sides 

Circle 

No corner 
Round in shape No sides 
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A circle is a closed shape. It does not have any corner or side. 

Match the following: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Solid Shapes:-Solid shapes are also called 3-D shapes or three dimensional shapes. 

They have length, breadth and height.  

In solid shapes surfaces are called faces.  

The Line where two faces meet is called edge. 

The points where edges meet are called the Corners or vertex. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Cube: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A cube has 6 faces,8 corners or vertices and 12 edges. All the faces of a cube are square and 

1. Square Opposite’s sides are equal. 

2. 2-D shapes three corners. 

3. Rectangle all sides are equal. 

4. Circle plane figures 

5. Triangle No sides 

Solid Shapes 

3D Shapes 
 

Length Faces/edges /corners Height Breadth 

12 edges 

8 corners 

6 faces 
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are of same size E.g. dice, ice cubes. 
 

Cuboid: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A cuboid has 6 faces,8 corners and 12 edges.  The opposite faces of a cuboid are of same 

size. E.g. brick, pencil box. 
 

Cone: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A cone has 2 faces (1curved and 1 plane face). A cone has 1 curved edge, and 1 corner e.g, 

ice-cream cone    and birthday cap. 
 

Cylinder: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A cylinder has 3 faces (2 plane faces and 1 curved face) 2 curved edges and have no 

corners. E.g.  Chalk, tin. 
 

Sphere: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A sphere has no corner or edges. It has only 1 curved face E.g. globe, ball. 

Practice Innings 7.1, 7.2, 7.3, 7.4 and 7.5. 
Note: - Students are requested to go through chapter thoroughly, as the paper framed by 

teacher will be from any part/portion of chapter. 

Corner 

curved face 

Plane faces 
Curved edge 

Plane face 

Curved face 

Curved edge 

Curved surface 
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